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—
In the abstract,13 I frame my thesis as an introduction 14 to the process 16
I traversed during my two-year MFA program at the Rhode Island School
of Design. Interested in what lies in between,19
—
I examine the hyphen, an undefined space,27 in an essay 28 to visually
translate the tension between the two cities I call home, addressing the
8772 km 31 between them as a way of branding the division of liminal
spaces.39 Over the course of two years, my ability to remember my native
city dissipated, leaving me with
—
Beirut, a finite memory.53 In another essay,54 I focus on creative
tensions 57 arising from the idea of home, further elaborated through
a conversation with Shirine Neshat.77 With nocturne,81 I remember
a Republic of Lebanon 87 I never knew and a Beyroute 95 I never recognized in a mishmash 103 of emotions, anxiety and nostalgia.
—
Influenced by Marcel Duchamp, I recognize this in-between as another dimension of the infrathin; time, place and people.113 In a third
essay,114 I further develop my own understanding of the infrathin through
an interview with Valérie Jolly,117 a sculptor who locates her work in
the infrathin as an interlude129 or an inter-val 137 in everyday objects.
—
I find reconciliation in the infrathin 145 through an essay,146 as well as in
first149 and homepage.157 Lynn Kent reads me 169 and tells me stories of
strangers in the imaginary dimension of l'obturateur and l'ouverture.173
They are essentially fictional, like the myth of the worry dolls.183
—
Afterall,191
—
a lexicon 196 defines all the metaphors and terms I refer to again and
again, followed by endnotes .197 The bibliography 198 keeps a record of my
influences as gratitude 200 pours out to all those who gave shape to this
book. This entire thesis is a colophon 201 of my presence, here, today.
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In the abstract13 I distill
my thesis as an
introduction14 to
the process 16 I went
through during my twoyear MFA program at
the Rhode Island School
of Design. Interested in
what lies in between 19
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Abstract
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Hyphen-nation — A reconciliation

As a transnational living between
Beirut, Lebanon, and Providence,
Rhode Island, in the United States,
I use my design practice to negotiate,
reconcile and inform a cultural identity defined through an equation of two
different nations. I am open to what
comes from this reality between.
Linguistically, a hyphen simultaneously binds and divides a compound
term. As a designer, I view the hyphen
as a shifting axis for telling stories.
In the process, I approach the hyphen
as an indeterminate zone — a productive site for authoring systems and
suggesting narratives linking two
nations — their cultures, languages,
times and geographies.

Introduction

One - Introduction

Linguistically, the hyphen’s primary function
is the formation or division of a compound term.
Its presence indicates a state of in-betweenness.
It is neither one nor the other and yet both at the
same time.
Culturally, coming from Beirut and living
in Providence, I live in a place where I don’t belong,
and I hold onto memories of my hometown from
which I am currently absent. I am neither fully
in Providence nor in Beirut, but I am also in both
at the same time. In this in-between, I currently
inhabit a much longer hyphen. An undefined space:
Beirut
While living at the periphery of these two
realities with memories refusing to settle on
either end, an unexpected dimension emerges,
binding and dividing them both. In my process
of graphic representation, I discover methods
of reconciliation by authoring systems that
suggest narratives.
My concern is with the amount of information I can hold onto before my finite memory
of Beirut becomes obsolete. How can I preserve
my memories and also make room for new ones?
Is it possible to visually translate this imaginary
in-between to those around me? Can such a space
benefit others by enabling them to mend a shift
or reconcile a gap? I approach this in-between
through the lens of the infrathin, an abstract
concept developed by Marcel Duchamp.

15

Providence.
The notion of infrathin encompasses a thickness,
a separation, a difference and an interval between
two things.
I also adopt Hegel’s methodology of a triadic
relationship among the thesis, antithesis and
synthesis to resolve the conflict between two
cities by reconciling their common truths.
The outcomes of my observations conjure
visual narratives by teasing out the untold stories
that live between words and exploring a set of
nuances that elevate silent feelings. These visual
explorations arise from the intangible spaces,
the oceans between continents and the borders
between countries and cultures. From these
origins, a duality surfaces to tell the story of a
multi-culture embedded in me and others alike.
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Process
The Hyphen

The Trigger

The Sequence

One - Process

The Infrathin

The hybrid concept of the hyphen that both binds and divides
was the trigger for my thesis inquiry.
Born and raised in Beirut, I developed the habit of speaking
three languages, formulating sentences composed of French,
English and Arabic, with words from all three juxtaposed in specific
sequences that only make sense to the Lebanese. Hence, it is this
mélange that created a hybrid narrative and, most importantly,
a storytelling sequence. This multicultural background surfaced
as a duality in my work that echoed the nature of the hyphen.
In my negotiation of the hyphenated space, I perceive this
in-between through the lens of Marcel Duchamp's infrathin,
an abstract concept describing a thickness, a separation, a difference
and an interval between two things that he fixated on translating.
As a strategy for deriving content from my surroundings
and memories, I started employing different formal operations
or narrative strategies to establish rules and methods for manifesting different scenarios.
I utilized chance or the absence of rules, superimposition
or overlaying of different elements, juxtaposition or placing several
elements close together, mise-en-abyme (placing into abyss)
or the visual experience of standing between two mirrors and seeing
an infinite reflection of an image (Droste effect), tension/refutation
or falsifying a statement and hence creating a tension between the
different elements, reversal or changing to an opposite direction,
position, or course of action, erasure or the removal of material and
transduction or taking a variable out of its context and inserting it
into a different context.

Duality

Formal Operations

Chance

Superimposition

Juxtaposition

Mise-en-abyme

Tension / Refutation

Reversal

Erasure

Transduction

I adopted Hegel’s triadic relationship among the thesis
(an intellectual proposition), the antithesis (a reaction to the
proposition) and the synthesis (resolution of the conflict between
the thesis and the antithesis by reconciling their common truths
and forming a new thesis).

17
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what lies
in between
an inspiration.

19

What lies in between
an inspiration
20

21

What lies in between brings together the work
of artists, writers, filmmakers and other creatives
with the intention of observing their working
methods while negotiating the liminality
of the book itself through my chosen treatments
of the spine and the bleeding images across

the fore-edge. The process of grouping
the different artists allowed me to extract a range
of narrative strategies as a means of generating
content and creating different sets of rules to
dictate the working procedure. The binder format
allowed the content of the book to morph and
develop and created a space in which my thoughts
and inspirations lived in harmony. Bringing all
the references together allowed me to both
re-group them for further scrutiny and to coalesce
my own working methodology.
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One - What lies in between

What lies in between is a visual essay that lays out the
many inspirations I reference in my work. Their categorization shapes the various narrative strategies I apply in
my creative process.

The binder,
containing loop stapled signatures
that expose the visual references, quotes
and some preliminary thesis notes
—
—
The signatures,
with notes and references

Inspired by Sophie Calle, Aby Warburg, Joachim Schmidt
and others, I celebrate narratives and investigatory methods
based on both constant and shifting variables. My investigations
are methodical and also sometimes arbitrary, enabling my findings
themselves to lead me to what comes next.

22
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—
Juxtaposition,
Mnemosyne Atlas by Aby Warburg

—
Loop stapled signatures,
of different operations ordered according
to different fields of study
Notes,
some references, questions,
commitments and more
—

—
Mise-en-abyme,
also known as Droste effect, a formal
technique in which an image contains a
smaller copy of itself, similar to the effect
of standing between two mirrors

—
Reversal,
Jane Eyre and Wide Sargasso Sea

25

One - What lies in between
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—
Sophie Calle,
Suite Venitienne (in reference to chance as a formal operation)
and Appointment with Sigmund Freud

two

I examine the hyphen,
an undefined space in
an essay 28 to visually
translate the tension between two cities across
8772 km 31 as a way of
branding the division
of liminal spaces 39
With time, my ability
to remember dissipated,
leaving me with

27
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Two - The hyphen, an undefined space

The hyphen is a silence made audible,
that marked (or unmarked) space that both binds
and divides.1

— Fred Wah

It prevents identities at either end from
settling into primordial polarities, giving rise
to something different, something unrecognizable,
a new area of negotiation of meaning
and representation.2

— Homi K. Bhabha

It’s the real thing.3

— Oliver Laric

Essay
Oliver Laric’s definition of the hyphen is a combination
of those of Fred Wah and Homi K. Bhabha. As a hybrid,
the hyphen occupies this undefined area that binds and
divides disparate elements and delineates the space in which
new narratives are born. It indicates a link, an implied element or even a divorce. It joins or divides two words or two
parts of a word.
Born and raised in Beirut, I grew up in a state of constant
negotiation among various languages and cultures. Having
recently moved to the United States, I inhabit a space that
is not quite here nor there. I am both linked to, and divorced
from, my home country. I am an insider and an outsider
at the same time.
As the Nigerian poet Ijeoma Umebinyo describes accurately in Diaspora Blues:

“So, here you are, too foreign for home, too foreign for here,
never enough for both.”4
Feeling strange as a visitor in Beirut and not fully myself
in Providence, I believe I inhabit the 8772 kilometer distance
between these two cities. As a result of this in-between,
I recognize a prominent duality in the work I produce.
A constant state of comparison between:

past and present,
good and bad,
reality and memories,
time zones,
places
and people.
Duality, or dichotomy, is by definition an instance of opposition or contrast between two concepts or two aspects of
something. Between such polarities, locations, cultures
and identities lives a hyphen.
I have discovered a continuous dialogue between the
person I am today and the one I left behind, a conversation
between our particular traditions, languages and cultures.
I have been engaged in an active quest to negotiate the back
and forth of being a multicultural citizen and to reconfigure
the dualities and divisions that constitute this identity.

29
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The hyphen
An undefined space

8772 km
translating the tension.

31

8772 km
Translating the tension

8772 is an accordion book that reads 8772 on both
sides, in both Arabic and Hindi letters. It portrays
the distance, in kilometers, between Beirut and
Providence. The covers include super magnets
facing like poles, hence repelling one another
and creating an invisible and uncontrollable
tension between the covers, making this book
impossible to close.

—
8772 Accordion book,
view from the top

33
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8772 is a project developed for the Visiting Designers
course at RISD, a workshop led by Keetra Dean Dixon.

—
8772 Accordion book,
super magnets installed on the front cover
of the accordion from every side

8772,
Arabic numerals, each displayed
on a page, unfold to read 8772
—

—
Cover,
an abstracted grid of Lebanon
with an erased shape of the Beirut map
in its position on the nation's map

Back cover,
an abstracted grid of Rhode Island with
an erased shape of the Providence map
positioned on the state's map
—

Beirut
20 km2

Providence
53 km2

Hyphen-nation — A reconciliation
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8772 km

The front cover is a metaphor for Providence  —  
highlighted on an abstract grid representing
the map of Rhode Island; the back cover visualizes
Beirut on another grid — symbolic of Lebanon’s
map. The book itself acts as the hyphen between
the two cities. As the pages of the accordion
unfold, the space between them grows. As they
fold back into place, the tension is heightened,
making them impossible to resolve.
The experience of this book translates a feeling
that I cannot express in a verbal way, transmitting the emotion and anxiety I feel in this inbetween space I currently inhabit.

—
Step 2,
collapsing the accordion

—
Step 3,
repelling covers, the accordion
never closes

36
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Two - The hyphen, an undefined space
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—
Step 1,
expanding the accordion

the division
of liminal
spaces
branding the in-between.

39

The Division of Liminal Spaces
Branding the in-between
41

Two - The hyphen, an undefined space

The Division of Liminal Spaces is a speculative project
developed in collaboration with Drew Litowitz for the
Visiting Designers course at RISD, a workshop led by
Michael Rock.
We believe that the spaces between our origins
and destinations are often overlooked and that
the acts and spaces of transition are thus regularly
ignored. We are likewise typically unaware of our
presence or state of mind in hallways, waiting
rooms, elevators, escalators and the like.
As Gaston Bachelard observes, “The door
represents a special order of architectural space,
a threshold between possibilities and memories,
dreams and desires.⁵ Through this project, our
goal is to effect an intervention in these physical
in-between spaces through branding them, giving
them an identity and creating an entity that takes
charge of them.
We developed an informative website that
maps these liminal spaces, a mobile application
and other related branding paraphernalia.
With these tools, we activate the liminal spaces
around us by engaging their occupants both
psychologically and physically.

shadow-caster/ a company of shadow / casters /
represented by all / the sources of light / (sun, moon,
stars, candles, fire—) incidentally: / different aspects /
of reciprocity—association / fire-light / (black light /
fire-without-smoke = certain / sources of light
the shadow casters / work in the infrathin.6

— Marcel Duchamp

If a place can be defined as relational, historical and concerned
with identity, then a space which cannot be defined
as relational, or historical, or concerned with identity will
be a non-place.7

— Marc Augé
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Two - The hyphen, an undefined space
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x

2.5 x
=x
Minimum space
around the logo = 2x

The logo of the division of liminal spaces
is based on the brackets delimiting non-places
by showing the extremities of the actual spaces,
the obelus dividing the different spaces and creating a threshold to be crossed, an abstraction of
the letters N and O giving reference to the ‘non’
in places and the Arabic letter N.

—
Brackets

—
The obelus

—
Abstract N and O

—
Arabic letter N

44
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Two - The hyphen, an undefined space

—
Bilingual Logo: Korean / English

—
Subdivisions logos

—
Bilingual Logo: Spanish / English

—
Bilingual Logo: Hebrew / English

—
Threshold
logo appearing in doorways
to make the passersby aware
of their movement between spaces

—
Staff identification cards
color coded to the different
subdivisions (Transport and Airport)
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—
Bilingual Logo: Arabic / English
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Two - The hyphen, an undefined space

—
Website
landing page

—
Mobile application
homepage

—
Mobile application
statistics of time spent
in liminal spaces

The application tracks the amount of time spent in liminal
spaces, such as elevators, waiting rooms, transportation, etc,
and also notifies the user upon entering an in-between space.

—
Mobile application
notification alert upon
entering a liminal space

Website
homepage
—

—
Mobile application
loading page
Hyphen-nation — A reconciliation

—
Mobile application
notification alert on locked screen

Two - The hyphen, an undefined space

— Marcel Duchamp

The walls of these spaces ‘record’ the presence
of individuals by means of light-sensitive surfaces
that imprint their shadows as they move back and
forth, hence heightening their senses and making
them more aware of their existence in these neutral and transitional places.
For instance, stepping into an empty elevator
that was previously occupied reveals the shadows
of those who just left, offering a concrete translation of both their presence and the time spent
in this space.

—
The Division of Liminal Spaces,
walls of an empty elevator that imprinted
the shadow of a person who just got off

49
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The warmth of
which has just been left
a seat
8
is infrathin.
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—
The Division of Liminal Spaces,
walls of a hallway imprinting
the shadow of a passerby

three

Beirut, a finite
memory 53 In another
essay 54 I focus on
creative tensions 57
around the idea of home,
after having a short
conversation with
Shirine Neshat 77 With
nocturne 81 I remember
the Republic of Lebanon87 that I never knew,
and the Beyroute 95 I
never recognized in a
mishmash 103 of emotions, anxiety and nostalgia.
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Essay

Three - Beirut, a finite memory

With time, our memories slowly fade away until they
become watercolor paint stains on a translucent sheet
of paper. The colors blur, swirl and intermingle to the point
that they start alluding to new and imaginary narratives.
In memories, there is a certain loss and gain. We forget some
details but hold on to feelings.
We collect stories, images, sounds and emotions in our
minds. Our “emotional memory — what the nerves and the
skin remember,” states Toni Morrison, is similar to water;
it remembers where it used to be and “floods” sometimes⁹.
While my nerves and skin were still breathing Beirut,
my fading memories of it started to ‘flood’ in Providence.
In the hopes of reconciling the shift between locations,
people and cultures, I felt the need to find similarities
and to re-create a home away from home.
In this new home, I was only able to communicate
my culture to those around me through graphic representation, especially in those moments when language failed me.
I discovered a particular power in intervening in the
in-between, whether through graphic design, fine arts,
architecture or any other medium.
When there is a duality, it exists in an in-between;
in the in-between, there is potential to exploit the liminal
space between two extremities in order to reconcile them
or at least reduce the gap.
In Providence, I struggled to hold on to the escaping details
of the city in which I had spent most of my life.
All I really wanted was to remember.

You know, they straightened
out the Mississippi River in
places, to make room for houses
and livable acreage. Occasionally
the river floods these places.
“Floods” is the word they use,
but in fact it is not flooding; it
is remembering. Remembering
where it used to be. All water
has a perfect memory and is
forever trying to get back to
where it was. […] It is emotional
memory—what the nerves and
the skin remember as well as
how it appeared. And a rush
of imagination is our ‘flooding’.9
— Toni Morrison
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Beirut
A finite memory

Section Title - Page Title

creative
tensions
home.

57
56

Creative Tensions
Home
58

In the midst of my time living in the in-between, I took part in a one-day workshop
at New York Live Arts. The event, entitled Creative Tensions, was a collaboration
between the Sundance Theater Institute and IDEO that dealt with “the opposing
forces that shape our notions of where we belong and why.”10 The workshop took
place in an open space with a small number of participants from around the world.
The audience had to physically interact with a space that was divided in half and
respond to a set of thoughts projected onto two screens from each end of the room.
Responding to these prompts, I found myself standing mostly in between.
This mobile shift spoke very strongly to my interest: my displacement grounded
in the idea of home in my work as a way to reconcile the gap between — the hyphen.

—
Physical interaction,
the audience moving in the New York Live
Arts space

—
Philip Himberg and Roshi Givechi,
introducing the workshop

Home is a notion
that only the uproot10
ed comprehend.
—
Wallace Stegner
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March 26th, 2016—New York Live Arts, NYC
—
Roshi Givechi Partner at IDEO and managing director of the New York studio.
To design means we have to understand people.
We’re really curious around different ways to build up — to understand — so a few years ago
we started to experiment with ways to host conversations, not only to understand what we had
to design but actually to think about what our people are really curious about at large, and we were
lucky enough to meet some friends like Philip and Christopher and others at the Sundance Theater
Institute. They were as curious as us to see how creativity could play a role to have a positive impact.
So we put our heads together, we put a little bit of design, a little bit of theater and created this
format that we’re going to try on with you guys today. We’ve had the luxury to try it a few times,
but the topic is always different and the audience always makes it particularly enjoyable.
—
Philip Himberg Artistic Director at Sundance Theater Institute
Why home? Home has a lot of resonance for most people, especially for artists across the entire
globe, and Sundance Theater has a real commitment to and value in internationalism.
Also, Sundance likes to consider itself a home for artists because people who are storytellers
actually need a place to come back to and feel like it’s there for them, so for all those reasons
we chose this topic today.
When you google the word ‘home’, as you can imagine, a lot of quotes come up. Many quotes that
people have — not me, but other people — on their refrigerator magnets or on their little pillows
or crochets, very very cliché things about home. They live in the Hallmark greeting world and one
of them, I don’t wanna disparage Hallmark but things like: “A house is made of walls and beams.
A home is made of love and dreams.”
Personally, growing up in my generation, I had a fascination or maybe even an addiction to the
MGM movie “The Wizard of Oz,” not just because I was a gay little boy but because there was something about that film that I found very moving. As you all may remember, I hope you know it,
at the very end Judy Garland or Dorothy Gale lies in bed in this resplendent black and white home
in Kansas surrounded by her family, and she says the famous line: “There’s no place like home.”
And even being a young kid, that was sort of alarming cause I thought, “Oh my God! She’s come
back from this technicolor fantasy world and she’s going to spend an interminable and banal existence in this black and white Kansas.” Nothing against Kansas, but it was a little frightening.
Maya Angelou says, “The ache of home lives in all of us, the safe place where we can go and not be
questioned.” Emily Dickinson: “Where Thou art — that — is Home” and just before coming here,
I found this by George Bernard Shaw: “Homelife is no more natural to us than a cage is natural
to a cockatoo.”
Today, we are all very painfully aware that we live in a contemporary world where home is not an
option for millions of people, including children. And yet within our country, the United States
of America, where after WWII we celebrated the idea that we were mobile and that we could leave
our homes and most of us did and had the privilege to leave our homes. That’s not so true anymore,
but it was true for decades and decades. So titling this creative tension “home” opens up a kind
of pandora’s box of conversation, and we have forty minutes to fill that box. This is based on a very
simple theater game. I’m going to give you two thoughts — they’re not necessarily opposing thoughts
but just two concepts — and I’m going to ask you to make a choice. You’ll see there is this box and

a green line down the middle, which is believing in both things equally. The two concepts will be
projected to your left and your right on the screens, and once I give you those, I’m going to ask you
individually to move to what resonates more with you. This is a spectrum, it’s a continuum, so you
don’t have to dash to the outermost part of it, unless you feel that strongly. But I’m going to ask
you to think, not so much with your heads, but more with your hearts and to move quickly and to
try to avoid spending a lot of time in the middle if you can. I’m going to ask our protagonists,
Daniel Wordsworth and Shirin Neshat to also move as they hear these, and I’ll ask them to speak
for a moment. As they speak and react to these, you may find you’re thinking a little differently
about where you are in the room, and we urge you to keep moving. It’s a dynamic event so you
might want to move if something opens up or changes your mind about something.
You each have a name tag, and when you came in, you were asked not only to write your name
on it but also to put yourself on a spectrum of, “Right now in my life, I feel I am: home, away.”
I'm going to introduce our distinguished protagonists. I will start with Shirin Neshat. Shirin, would
you say something about who you are and what you do and why you chose to be on the 'away' side?
—
Shirin Neshat Iraninan artist and filmmaker
Hello everybody. Thank you for spending your Saturday afternoon and this beautiful day with us.
I'm Shirin, and I'm an Iranian-born visual artist and filmmaker living in New York since 1983,
and for political reasons I haven't been home since 1996. In many ways I think I created a community of Iranians here, so I'm not terribly homesick, and the issue of home has been very poignant
in my life and in my work in many ways — I suppose you can call it a self-exile.
—
Daniel Wordsworth President & CEO of the American Refugee Committee
Hi everybody. It’s great to have you here, thank you for coming up. My name is Daniel,
and I'm CEO of the American Refugee Committee, so we work with 2.5 million refugees and people
displaced by disaster and conflict around the world. We work in places like Syria right now, in
Somalia, in Darfur, in the Sudan, in Pakistan, providing healthcare, clean water. We actually run
a lot of refugee camps. So that's the kind of thing we do. I think home, therefore, in my professional
life is a very central question, and it's a question we explore a lot with people who have had home torn
away from them. And yet for me I'm actually Australian. I left Australia twenty years ago; I've lived
in six different countries. I hit gold status by the end of March this year, so I find myself also very
unmoored in my own life and my own experience of home. I have a very small family — one child — so
of course I feel hung there, but outside of that I feel unmoored from the concept of home.

SN

Shirin Neshat

DW

Daniel Wordsworth
Audience
Lynn
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Home is where the hearth is.

Home is where the heart is.

62

When I think of the concept of home, I think about it on one hand as
the kind of place where you live with your family and the place where you have
the hearth, and I feel that's real: the home you live in, the place you go home
to at night, the place where you relax. But at the same time, I have noticed over
time that home also has a physicalness about it that is beyond simply the place
where you live. When you live in so many different places, one of things you
miss is just always knowing where you stand in a city or a home.
The thing is when you grow up in a place and stay in a place, you instinctively
know where things are, where to find a great place by the river to take your
child, where is a good place to go to on a Friday night, and yet those are the
things that you lose, so there's a physical dimension that surrounds home.

63

DW
SN
I think that regardless of how long you are away from your place of birth — this
is actually shocking because now I’m here longer than in my own country — emotionally you can never really quite detach, and while we were talking about this,
I realized we’re all turning into nomads. The definition of being nomadic is that
somehow you adapt to wherever you are, and therefore emotionally, psychologically, a part of you becomes dormant and a part of you becomes awake to
relate to where you are immediately if it’s New York, if it’s Morocco, or South
America. So we have tendencies as human beings to readapt
to wherever we are and make it comfortable emotionally and physically.
But just like for example the other day, my husband played this music that
I hadn’t heard from a long time ago that was the music my father listened
to, and I couldn’t bear it. I immediately turned somber, to a point that it was
unbearable. I realized that I’ve been away for so long; because I have closed
the door to that chapter, that part of me is dormant intentionally because
I don’t want to feel the pain. The pain hasn’t gone away, and just as simple
as when the spring comes, and the blossoms are out, I remember my father’s
farm — the trees on his farm — and I don’t want to see that so I put a shield.
I think it’s the emotions that are really defined, by no choice, we have to block
them, that access because it’s just too painful to always be feeling nostalgic.

I feel I've been split in half since I was
born. Wherever I am, I always feel
sort of here and there.

I'm constantly traveling, and I don't
feel home when I'm home or supposedly home, or when I'm away, I call it
home. When I'm going back to a hotel,
I feel home; it's where I am at.

There is no place like home.

There is no such thing as home.

DW
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This is a really tough one, and as I was thinking about the presence of the idea of no place, I think
I was really thinking about no such thing as the existence of home, and what does that mean?
I previously mentioned, I’m like an unmoored person, so I didn't personally experience it so much,
but what I have noticed in the kind of work that we are doing is that when you talk to people that
have experienced conflict, they experience a kind of death, and these are the ones that have not faced
the destruction of their bodies or their place, but instead the death they experience is a death of a
way of being in the world. I’ve noticed while we were recently talking to one of the refugees who went
into Europe and were trying to grapple with what was happening there, because you find a large
number of refugees who are going to a place like Sweden, and what’s remarkable about Sweden is
that Sweden gives you everything. So if you’re a refugee and you arrive in Stockholm, you stay in a
Marriott Hotel. They put you up for a few weeks, and they find you a home and you get an allowance
every month. You get a home, you’re surrounded by physical benefits, and yet some of the most lost
people that I’ve spoken to are the refugees that live in Sweden. They actually seek out coming to
places like the US or the UK, and yet we provide nothing like the benefits that they have. One of the
things that came up recently was one person that was reflecting on their life, and they said they are
being set loose. They began running, and years later, they feel like they've never stopped running,
even though they’re present in a place and present for a number of years. It is possible to wrench
a person away from a thing and for them to never be able to re-capture that thing even though they
live in a house and perhaps they work and other things. That’s why I couldn’t be; I know that there
is a thing called home, and it’s something deep within.

I relate home to my mom who passed away over a year ago,
and I think about a time and space that was created in her
presence and how it’s impossible to have that without her.
That’s home for me.

I believe it depends on how you left home, if there was an immediacy. I moved to Sweden. I needed
the basics, but then — and this could be just the nostalgia of an African boy — but the formative years
are very important, however far and how many years I go away. In Uganda, we have a saying:
“To go is to see and to come home is to tell what you saw.” I’ve met so many Ugandan men who are
never coming back home, but they do tell what they see, so that is incorporated in us as young boys.
This could be what you take home with you, but that place — that source of the Nile river,
that beautiful sunshine at midday, that evening sunset — that will always go with you, and that
will make you go through all the hard times, even when people — oh I wish I could have seen
the sunset of that particular day!
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I keep thinking about my own first experience when I first came from Iran, and I was 17 years old
and raised in a very happy nuclear family. I came for education to the United States, and I had this
image of the US, and I think the first few years in my life here were the most dramatic experience for
me because I suddenly felt the absence of center, security. I felt completely vulnerable, and I remember having a psychological breakdown. I hated Los Angeles, and as I young person I understood what
I lost which I never really regained since then because then the war broke out, the revolution
happened, and the war in Iraq, and the United States and Iran broke diplomatic relationship,
and the wall came down between me and Iran just when in fact I felt that I really wanted to return
to Iran because I couldn’t imagine living without the warmth of the family and the wealth of good
energy. I was suddenly as an individual in the U.S. with the prospect of a better future, but I had no
choice. When I look back in developing my work as an artist and who I have become and my focuses
on different themes, it’s all based on those few years of feeling completely vulnerable and naked and
off-centered, and I never quite since then felt at home with Iranians never felt I’m quite home with
Americans, so it’s been a real struggle. At some point I did develop anxiety issues and it was all
related to this transition, so I take it very profoundly, especially for young people who
are still developing. To remove this notion of center, origin, it’s very painful, and sometimes it takes
a lifetime to recover from it, so I cannot even comprehend the people and refugees today that have
zero sense of security and center and any form of comfort, psychologically and physically. I think
nothing could be more demoralizing than that. I know that in the phase of my life as someone who
was homeless, it has defined who I am. My mental issues and psychological issues and my work;
it’s entirely a reflection of those experiences. I’m the product of that experience.

I’m conflicted; I believe in a home, but I also believe that a home can be taken
away. So if it’s not set in stone, it can’t be a home. Home is wherever you are.

I am more at home with my chosen family

I am more at home with my given family
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It’s the family you’ve created around you and the family you’ve carried with you.
One reflection I had, I tie it back to the idea of the river. One way I think about
life and particularly how richly we move is I think about the self a little bit like
a river. As you move through different countries, through different soils, like
any river the water changes its color and it takes on the color of the soil that it
passes through. It takes on the fragrance of the land it moves through and is fed
by tributaries that come through each section of land that it passes through, so
whilst the river remains constant, it’s physically evolving.
I just fit better with rivers like that. I think sometimes in your life, you’re in
a certain place at a certain time, you’re dealing with certain things, you’re
carrying baggage over a certain length of time, and so you feel more at home
in a certain place because when I look back to my family, they are like trees:
in exactly the same place they were twenty or thirty years ago.
SN
I feel so conflicted because when I’m with my family, I always feel like my identity is something they
know that is no longer me. I’m always playing a role because it’s been so long they haven’t seen me,
and then when they get to see me, they treat me like twenty years ago, and I play the game.
But in my community, I have selected them, and they know me very well. But something else
occurred to me: that we’ve often been outcasts in communities that are not an authentic place. When
I’m around my own family with a lot of Iranians, I’m reminded of what it’s like to be around people
who look like you and who speak the same language, and it’s something that we forget because as
nomads, as immigrants, as people are homeless, what is that feeling? And I realized that I haven’t
had that experience over twenty-something years — to be in a place where everybody speaks the same
language as me and looks pretty much like me. I think there is something strange about that.
I do feel like the black sheep, I do often feel like that.

I’m the black sheep in my actual family. I’m the one who left home,
and when I think of sharing experience and reference points I have so much
more in common. There is so much empathy that it's just easier to feel like
I belong even though with my actual family there is more kinetic belonging.

I’m the only artist in a family of seven, and I moved away, as well. But my
brothers, sisters, and my parents, they’re the people who know me the best
and the people I don’t have to put on a show for of perform for. So I can literally
just be myself: crazy and silly.

I would put greater value on freedom

I would put greater value on protection
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Born as an Iranian and living in a dictatorship, there is no freedom — freedom of speech and
self-expression — so I think this becomes a very poignant issue for everybody, and that’s one of
the reasons I haven’t been back. And I think I had once a very brief encounter with the government
at the airport. It was really terrifying, and they were literally taking my freedom away, and it was
at that moment that I realized how much we take for granted the freedom that we have in this
country and how my people in Iran, on a daily basis, are coping with their freedom to be an issue
of censorship and all kinds of horrific things. And so I think if you have any encounter with non-free
societies, that is when you truly appreciate freedom in its fullest meaning. Otherwise, it becomes
banal. But having said that, I also believe in boundaries, and I think that it’s really important,
and that's something I miss in this culture, Western culture. For me, I come from a culture beyond
the Islamic Republic of Iran where we put a lot of importance on boundaries, and even after many
years of being away from Iran I still feel that I need to create certain boundaries about everything
around me — that I cannot live this Western existence in a completely free society — it’s complicated.

DW
I’m a six-foot three-inch white Australian guy, so I don’t understand protection
well, so I’m acknowledging that from the beginning. I’ve had a visceral reaction
to this, and the concept of protection has become like the bad guy.
We spend a lot of our time protecting folks from violence. My theory in life
is that the moment someone starts waving a flag, I put my hand on my wallet,
like real quick. And so for me, when people start waving protection, I instantly
begin to be free, I know somebody is coming after it, and I think I moved into
a place of real distrust around that concept of protection, so I’m very free in
that space because of who I am, but I’m also very distrusting of it. I have
almost a moral reaction to it.

First of all, I’m not American, so I feel like freedom has a different connotation.
We don’t have the same notion of freedom and liberty that is part of American
culture. Being from a socialist country, it’s significantly different. I think we’d
only be truly free when feel safe, and that only happens with a certain level
of protection, whether we protect ourselves or our community, our family,
our home, protect each other in different things. But freedom ultimately rests
on a certain level to be safe in exercising that freedom.

Because I feel like I've had both, and I think protection could be taken
to an extreme, whereas freedom… you might get off a little bit of security,
but we are individuals who depend on our free will.
I feel like protection comes from a space where you’re afraid of the unknown,
whereas freedom comes from wanting to embrace that.

I agree with him. I’m from Singapore. We’re in a modern-day dictatorship, and yet I still feel more
safe walking around at home at midnight than I do here, and that doesn’t connotate freedom for me.
I feel unsafe as a woman of color, and a woman of color becomes a thing that now I have to associate
with. I never used to do that at home.

Migration is unavoidable

Migration is desirable
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When we talk about immigration—whether political or not—it changes in degrees, and a lot of people
moved in order to advance their career, and a lot of artists I know no longer live in their home
countries. At least I don’t know any of them still living in their home countries. In the Iranian
example, when the revolution came, people were really confronting different decisions. Some people—for their protection and the protection of their children—left, and yet they lived pretty miserably.
Some people did well physically, but in reality psychologically it was very difficult for them.
And some people like my own family decided not to move and coped with the revolution and with
the atrocity of the government, and they decided that no matter how difficult it’s going to be,
they will remain in Iran because that’s their home. And to this day, they can leave and everything but
they have chosen to stay in Iran. For me it was always very positive, and of course there were some
filmmakers who had to leave because their work was problematic, and artists, but there are families
that really faced it. It was not all unavoidable. Some people could have gotten the money to leave,
but they really wanted to stay home. Unhappy Iranian immigrants came to the US and were never
the same again in a sense of displacement. So I think it’s very complicated and on different scales.

I agree with all of that, and I think that it is desirable to move to places where
you feel a connection or where you want to explore. But then I remember climate
change, because I think the places that we want to live in and the places that we
can live in are going to become more and more scarce and so that’s why unavoidable was really the most appropriate assignment for that phenomenon. There
are going to be less places that we can live, and then those places that are most
desirable are going to become overrun and then increasingly less desirable, so I
see it as an inevitability even if it’s a bit macabre or pessimistic but realistic.
I think it's unavoidable because I left Lebanon as a refugee when I was a kid, and to me the notion
of home was always like, “You have no choice. You have to go, and you make your home where you
are.” I think I have finally decided that I am home and you are home and home is mobile, and we’re
nomads. But for me it was unavoidable because we had no other choice and the same with the situation in Syria — I also work also with refugees in the Middle East. Of course it’s desirable because you
want a better future, but it’s more unavoidable that you have no other choice; you cannot stay.

It’s also a nominal problem. I guess migration is not like traveling. It has
different connotations. It’s not by choice, or it cannot be desirable. Desirable
is to travel and explore, and migration is we’re forced to do something.
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It's hard to understand whether things are a consequence or whether they are symptoms. They are
a result of something you’ve done, so hopefully we’re aware of that. I think I’m also having a moral
response to this as well. To me it’s almost like there comes a moment when you pick sides in life.
I think we’re living in one of those moments where you pick a side, and you ask what’s that side, and
it’s not the obvious one cause we don’t really care about the US election’s sides. The world is a big
world; it’s a big world full of remarkable and amazing people, lovely people, wonderful people, so we
are enriched by the presence of one another. We’re greatly enriched by each other. In New York you
see it and you can feel it, and yet I’m made very aware of this —that when you believe deep down that
human beings are the largest thing, the things that divide us are actually very small. I believe politics
or countries, these are like tiny things, these are all things that shift every twenty or thirty or forty
or fifty years anyway, these are all made up. And yet a single human being is a remarkably large and
beautiful thing. We talk about a human being as a wonder and that each one of us has come on a long
journey and that we bear a gift to give to the world. So we come into this village, we come in to our
community, we have a gift that we carried from a long way, and we’ve come to share that with others.
And yet what I see around us all the time is people putting up barriers and stopping this. And yet
the very grounds that we use are actually constructed and made-up grounds, and our humanity is far
larger than those things. As a father, when I have a child, there’s an amazing picture of a Syrian refugee walking into Macedonia. It’s pouring down with rain, and this man is carrying a three-year-old
child. Does anybody know what’s the average length of the duration of a journey for a person doing
this? It’s 53 days. That’s the average! Whenever you see a picture of a refugee floating around Europe,
they’ve come on average off a 53-day journey. We look after a camp of 85,000 people in southwestern
Uganda, and just recently, 300 young Somali men made the journey to Europe.
187 made it, 113 died on the way. What a terrible act of robbery that we do to ourselves, to a person,
to take life and to shine their gift. And I imagine myself like that father and I imagine myself
carrying my daughter 53 days and I’m thinking all the way along, she’s the most beautiful thing
that ever lived. Then I find a fence up, someone stops me, and I think, “It’s okay that you stop me,
but her? She’s the greatest thing ever! You’re crazy to stop her!” So why do I think it’s desirable?
I think people are remarkable, and who are we to put up walls and fences for them?

When I think of taking action on the current world immigration crisis,
I feel determined

When I think of taking action on the current world immigration crisis,
I feel lost
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We live in a world that you think we’re often lost in. So whether it’s Syria or places like
Somalia, there are lots of tough things in the world. But one of the ways we navigate that
is that we think about whether it's a hard problem or a complicated one. A hard problem is doing
something like running a hospital in the desert in Darfur; it’s not an impossible problem, it’s essentially an engineering problem. There’s no big mystery, everything is known. It’s largely a logistics
problem, and that’s what makes it hard. But sometimes you find problems that are very complicated
and difficult, and those are the problems similar to fishing lines. When you see a tangled knot of
many fishing lines and they’re all full of knots and tangles, and we want to find these linear engineering pathways, yet in the tangles you can’t find them. I think the key differentiator is, “Do you know
how to solve this or not?” And the truth is, in the world, there are a lot of problems and no one knows
how to cure those, fix them. Going to the moon is actually just a hard problem; it’s an engineering thing. Right now I would put what’s happening in Europe and with the Syrians and the whole
immigrant crisis in the complicated difficult problem; it’s knotted, it’s tangled, there is no linear
solution, there is no one to blame, there is no real root cause, there’s fifty root causes. What we do in
that environment, we start with a notion of abundance — no notion of scarcity — and maybe that’s a
choice you make in life. Do I think that the world is rich and abundant and full of remarkable amazing people? We choose to believe that! Now after twenty years of doing this work, it totally bears
out. The world is full of remarkable, amazing people, and then when you have a problem, if you get a
group of people in a room together — even when you don’t know exactly how to get somewhere — the
combination of the people around that table can do remarkable things. We have absolute confidence
in the ability of human beings. We are the most scalable and remarkable things ever. We strongly
believe that if we can bring people together around this, apply our thinking and resources, then we
can solve this problem. So that’s why we’re not lost. The hard thing is simply choosing to be part of
it. That’s why I prefer to be on the determined side, because I believe we’re going to get through this!
Somebody’s going to solve this in a group, and I wanna be in that group cause that’s worth a life!
I want to be one of those people. I choose to be determined, knowing that we will sort ourselves out
from the lost bit.

I’ve worked a lot with national resources and wildlife, and I think we live
in a world where it becomes more and more apparent — especially with someone
mentioning climate change as well — that we’re all one people on one planet,
and this idea of boundaries and walls going up and fences going up, it’s just
not something that’s realistic, and it doesn’t make sense to the current
generations especially that initially we’re all connected. I think we should find
a more sensible manner to incorporate and be inclusive and bridge those gaps
that we imposed on people for whatever reason.
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I was talking to Daniel earlier. I think we’re living through one of the worst
crises ever about this issue, and I don’t recall in my lifetime, for example, the
issue of refugees, and yet it’s very interesting how history is playing itself
out there for so long. We had colonialism, and now the same people who were
colonized and devastated are moving into the colonizer, and now they’re closing
the door on them. The whole notion of globalism encouraged people to move, but
suddenly it is also very difficult to move. It’s just recently this country passed
a law that Iranians, Syrians, Iraqis, and I believe two other countries — I don’t
know which ones — that even if you were a naturalized American citizen, if you
visit any of those five countries, you need to get a visa to come back. It’s nothing
but being treated like a second-rate citizen, and this paranoia about people born
in the Middle East. Even if you have absolutely nothing to do with any of these
remotely, if you’re American or European and have visited those five countries,
you would need to get a visa to come back. That’s a frightening idea of the collapse of the borders. This is the opposite of this whole notion of immigration and
globalism that we were experiencing, but what’s even worse is the kind of people
deprived of traveling easily, specifically Middle Easterners — the axis of evil — and
as an Iranian I find it a direct insult, and I feel like we’re lost in this web.

The home I dream of is in the past

The home I dream of is in the future.
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I think this question is both personal and private in its own dimension.
I believe that the past is gone — we’re done with it — and you have to deal with
the present and the future, and I have a feeling the good and bad will coexist
regardless of the time. There will never be a euphoria. There will be all
this  —  everything mixed together  —  so I have, I don’t have that kind
of idealism that, “Oh we’ll have a great future!” because I always see
that it happens together. I just wish for the best.

DW
I’m not a religious person, so I’m not founding it this way, but there’s a quote
that I’m going to paraphrase: “Oh, what a life of mud and darkness we need to
wade through, with our only guide being our homesickness.”
The author was thinking about that in the concept of the kingdom of God idea.
Don’t put that into religion; put that into a notional state of some better thing,
and I do think it’s a thing that drives human beings. And the funny thing is
even though it’s homesickness, and it speaks of something that is evocative in
the past, I think what he’s talking about is something that’s ahead.

I’m on the fence, but I do believe that home, community, relationships are built on past experiences.
That doesn’t negate the fact that we’re moving into a future, but we do have history, we do have
culture, we do have identity, and that’s all based on previous experiences. I think that’s important.

I think that in terms of architecture, fabrication and material to make homes, where we’re coming
from is a really scary place because we fabricated the world with all these unsustainable things.
Where we’re going is sustainability, and I’d like to believe that we’ll get to a more enlightened sense
of what home is, minus orders and all this chaotic extra that is not really human. But we’ll finally
get to human, we’ll finally get to the sustainable, and we’ll finally get to what it means to live as
a community. So hence, hopefully, it’s somewhere there because in the past, I think it could have
been there, but it’s so far back there that we can’t even see it historically.

The best is yet to come.
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Conversation with
Shirin Neshat
L.A

I thought about what you said at the beginning of the performance and how this
notion of home really affected your work. I share a similar feeling and am currently
developing my thesis around this subject. I was really interested in something that
wasn’t brought up: how did you manage to reconcile between these two locations,
Iran and the States?

Three - Beirut, a finite memory

— S.N. Today, the discussion was so limited to those specific questions. I think
it would have been interesting to talk about how one’s artwork actually reflects
because I did so much work that really dealt exactly with that binary, kind of
hybrid identity and being conflicted in-between two worlds that are not just
different but opposing, and it was all about my experience and how I found art
to be a way to express and face this anxiety, but these are very personal things.
It’s a big subject. I think this performance was more political; that, on the
other hand, is more personal. When you think about it, it’s so many different
dimensions. You worry about the world and your country, but you worry about
yourself so I think “I’m the same, I think about me, but I really worry about…”
My work is about that; it’s always about a single person facing a community.
If you look at my films, it’s always about a woman as opposed to a huge community. These are always the key.

L.A

L.A Do you think if you had never left, you would have the urge to put all of this out?
— S.N. I would have been a housewife (laugh). That’s a really good question, I really
ask myself that, and I really, really believe what I said I believe strongly about:
the foundation of who I am in my heart was determined through the first few
years that I came to this country, and I think that if I stayed home and more
or less in a comfortable nuclear family situation and my sisters, they’ve been
through tragedies of course, but they had a normal happy life, and the two of
them never studied. They never worked and stayed at home.
— Audience Do you think tragedy is a form of inspiration?
— S.N. All of us have experienced that. I think everybody has some scale of it,
but I mean, it’s not like they’re all happy the whole time. For me, you have
to have pain in order to express pain.

Did you feel the urge to talk about Iran in a specific context because you wanted
to declare this displacement?
— S.N. Because that is the most honest and most directive space I have. I never felt the
need for me to make work that talked about another culture or another person.
I’m talking about my experiences even though my work is not autobiographical.
it’s about the experiences I’ve had and know, and I know Iranian culture very
well. But I don’t know Puerto Rico or America, this is not for me, so I don’t
want to be this person who goes around and makes work that is about another
culture. It’s very personal, and I’m Iranian.

—
Shirin Neshat
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Nocturne
Infrathin horizon
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Nocturne is a single-serve website that negotiates reversal, literally .
In The Duchamp Dictionary, “the ‘whistling
sound’ of ‘velvet trousers’ signals an ‘infrathin
separation,’ just as the space between the front
and the back of a sheet of paper does.”11
As I attempted to visualize this concept, I began
to consider the horizon as an in-between that
simultaneously brings together and pushes
apart the sky and the water.
In Lebanon, I used to watch the sun rise
from behind the mountainside and set over the
Mediterranean sea, creating a twilight of colors
at the horizon. In Providence, the horizon is different. The sun sets over land, and I am unable
to watch the sky and the sea marry to become
one at dusk. Nocturne translates the sensory and
visual experience of the sunrise and the sunset.
When scrolling down the site, the moon
appears as the sky darkens to the tunes of Chopin’s
Nocturne. When scrolling up, a reversed version
of the track plays as the moon disappears and the
sun rises again, conjuring a narrative of classical
music that actually sounds like a sunrise.
‘Nocturne’ and ‘diurne’ are separated by a infinite
line, an exchange and a hand-over. The sun and
the moon never meet, but they nonetheless coexist
at the horizon, an infrathin horizon.

—
Sunrise in Lebanon
from the east (Mountains)
—
Sunset in Lebanon
from the west (Mediterranean sea)
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nocturne.lynnamhaz.com
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Republic of Lebanon
Philosophy of being
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Republic of Lebanon is a set of ten postcards created
in response to Aristotle's Categories.
In Republic of Lebanon, I employ a constant
interchange between old images of Lebanon
and representations of what Lebanon has become
today to establish a drastic and cynical comparison. Addressing topics of monetary value, freedom
and censorship, the symbolism of a certain space
and statistics of martyrs during different wars,
I utilize a strategy of reversal to expose the
enormous transformation that occurred in
Lebanon over the course of the past century.
I do not voice my personal criticism but instead
lay out visual and factual information on both

sides of each plate to highlight the critical
and invisible space living between the front
and the back of my sheet of paper. The reader
experiences and feels this through the action
of flipping each postcard.
—
Quantity
comparing the demographic of the Beirut
coastal area today and in the 1900s

Republic of Lebanon
set of ten plates and one cover plate
—

Relation
emphasizing the meaning of the Martyrs' Square, which became
a location for protests, while documenting the number of martyrs
—

—
Quality
highlighting the censorship control
in 1970 and today

Position
showing the evolving boundaries of Lebanon throughout
the years and up to its current shape and area
—

Hyphen-nation — A reconciliation
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—
Substance (back)
comparing the price of a single piece of Kaak in 1970
(1/4 Lebanese Lira) and 2014 (2000 Lebanese Lira)
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—
Substance (front)
a street vendor selling cakes
(Lebanese Kaak) in the 1900s

—
Affection (front)
in 1975, the Holiday Inn was one of
the most prestigious hotels in Beirut
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—
Time
comparing the travel time spent between
two locations in the 1900s and 2014

State
revealing the different Lebanese flags
since 300 B.C.
—
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—
Position
showing the old Beirut airport compared to
the national airline's present-day route map

Action
visualizing the 18 religious sects
in Lebanon (Population 4,822,000)
—

—
Affection (back)
the Holiday Inn, scar of the city, became a sniper's nest
during the Lebanese civil war and to this day remains ruined,
a painful reminder of the atrocities of the war.
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small city, big trouble.
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Beyroute
Small city, big trouble

—
Game components
player cards, game pieces, fortune
cards, dice, money, and game board
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paper. In another example, the prime minister has
the power to block roads from passage, forcing the
rest of the players to skip a turn. He can also steal
money when other players aren’t looking.
Similar to Michel de Certeau’s work,
I attempt to outline the way individuals unconsciously “navigate everything from city streets to
Beyroute is a board game that appears to be merely texts”12, fusing these operations with the game-like
a fun activity at first glance, with characters drawn quality of this project. The game evokes feelings
from everyday life and a deck of fortune cards.
of frustration and anxiety.
It superimposes the expectations and pattern languages of game play with the navigation of a city.
The objective of the game is to survive a day
—
in the chaotic city of Beirut by surpassing the
Six game pieces and dice
obstacles that arise and making the correct choices
Allan the musician, Mister the prime
along the way to return safely home. A number
minister, Margo the preggo, Ayman the
of unconventional rules, though, mirror the corpoliceman, Betty the kitty
ruption of the country. For instance, in the event
and Edgar the beggar
that the bank runs out of money, the players may
launder money by writing bank notes on ordinary
Beyroute is neither the English spelling 'Beirut' nor the
French one 'Beyrouth'. It is neither one nor the other
and both at the same time. The game resulted from my
lifelong love for board games and my reflection on the
repressed anxiety that I had been accumulating throughout my years of driving the narrow streets of Beirut.

—
Facing page: Board game package
the pattern is made out of the lettering of 'Beirut'
in the square Kufic script

—
Facing page: Inside the box
collapsible game board, stack of money, stack of fortune cards,
player cards, clear bag containing the six game pieces and the dice
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—
Playing Beyroute
left to right: Sarah Jean Recht, Diane Lee,
Bethany Johns, Becca Lefell Koren, Scarlett
Meng, Jordyn Alvidrez, Lisa Maione, Sarah
Mohammadi and Lynn Amhaz
Image courtesy of James Chae

—
Player cards and game pieces
each player selects a character along
with his/her corresponding player card
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—
Fortune cards
include obstacles and chances
and directions for the player

—
Money
the different values of bank notes follow the same graphic
system, allowing the players to cheat or steal money

—
Player cards
character name, monthly salary,
superpowers and hiccups
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mishmash
double-entendre.
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Mishmash
Double-entendre
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Mishmash was inspired by the inability to
properly explain some words and phrases that get
lost in translation.
A story within a story highlights the power
of the word and of communication, specifically
the power of the denotative and connotative
meanings therein. In Lebanon, tension is not only
relevant when speaking about politics or religion
but also within the language itself. Tensions
between words and silences and among the letters
create a set of juxtaposed narratives that refute one
another. Saying one thing and meaning something
different is just a way to spice up conversations,
to describe events and intensify meanings.
This book narrates two different stories,
one literal and one metaphorical, that refute one
another. It also contains a photographic representation, a universal iconographic depiction and a
linguistic narrative of each expression.
I wanted to draw attention to specific areas
of tension between the words and the silences
in my mother tongue and likewise highlight the
necessity to read and see between the lines when
speaking Lebanese. All of the examples included
tell stories within stories of a codified dialect that
developed among the Lebanese and nowhere else
beyond the borders of this small country.

Mishmash
a book with two different
kinds and sizes of paper
—

In the development of any language, metaphors are made through the activation of this conceptual iconicity. Language—that system of phonemic and
grammatical differentiation—grows and changes partly through semantic
shifts that depend upon what Aristotle called “an eye for resemblances.” (...)
Both metaphor and metonymy function as linguistic processes in the perpetual
motion of any given language. In this function, they keep language open to life,
preventing closure of the arbitrary system of symbols by continually altering
the symbolic fields that surround each symbol with potential meanings.13
—
Robert Scholes
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—
To'borni
literally meaning “bury
me,” doesn't connote death
in the Lebanese dialect
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—
To'borni
an articulation of affection
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Ashta
literally, a fruit,
sweet of taste
—
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Ashta
a common pick-up
line mainly used
in the streets
—

—
Kabboot (lit. a coat) referring to a condom / Mahdoom (lit. digestible) referring to a person who is amusing / Tayyar feel (lit. made an elephant fly)
referring to a person who lies / Welaané (lit. it's burning) referring to the atmosphere of an event, typically a party / Shazz (lit. deviant) referring to queer
individuals / Kess emmak (m) or emmik (f) (lit. your mother's vagina) a common curse word / Jawzi (lit. walnut) meaning 'my husband' / Ta' Hanak
(lit. fracture of the jaw) referring to gossip / Arak (lit. sweat) referring to an alcoholic drink from the anise family

four

Influenced by Marcel
Duchamp, I recognize
this in-between as another dimension of the
infrathin; time, place
and people 113 In a third
essay 114 I further develop the infrathin through
an interview with
Valérie Jolly 117 a sculptor who found her work
in the infrathin, as an
interlude 129 or an
inter-val 137 in every-day
objects.
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The possible is / an infra-thin—/ The possibility of several /
tubes of color / becoming a Seurat is / the concrete “explanation”
/ of the possible as infra / thin
The possible implying / the becoming—the passage from /
one to the other takes place / in the infrathin.14
— Marcel Duchamp, Notes

Essay
First encountering the concept of Duchamp's inframince
(infrathin) through a fruitful conversation with Paul Soulellis,
I became fascinated by possibility of situating my thinking
in this abstracted space. The hyphen, an imaginary notion,
suddenly belonged in the infrathin, where it could not mean
anything without being in relationship to the two opposing or
complementing elements on either side.
My geographical and psychological displacement resulting
from my personal experience of the hyphenated space became
infrathin, “immersurable” and “imperceptible.” My working
methods did not belong to a particular culture or location but
drew from both my Lebanese roots and my presence in the
States and likewise from neither at the same time. The statelessness of the work made it challenging for me to concretize
its identity but also imbued it with greater accessibility and a
certain degree of authority.
In Performing Publishing: Infrathin Tales from the Printed
Web, Paul Soulellis proposes the “indifferent difference.” He
writes, “In this infrathin condition we vibrate between visible
difference and melding sameness. We recognize both without
collapsing into either; we hover in a state between states.”15
I was in a constant limbo between two different states:
the memories of my hometown and my present-day life.

The nearer an object approaches
to the edge of its integrity the
less it is itself; at some point
it becomes less of itself and
more of that which surrounds
it, in this caesura we enter the
universe of the ‘infra-thin’.16
—
Richard Dyer
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Dimension of the Infrathin
Time, place and people
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interview
with
Valérie Jolly
paper infrathin.
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Interview with
Valérie Jolly

— V.J. Alors on va faire en anglais ça sera plus simple. (So we'll do it in English,
it will be simpler.)
L.A Si vous êtes confortable en anglais. (If you're comfortable in English.)

Four - Dimension of the infrathin, time, place and people

giving rise to their traces.
She subverts the functionality of the objects she
chooses, creating water pipes that do not let water
through and doors whose knobs do not turn. She
believes the infrathin is immeasurable and imperceptible, while I measure every centimeter of it.

— V.J. Oui il y’a pas de problème. Moi j’ai vécu 15 ans à Londres, j’ai étudié à
St. Martins à Londres donc je suis plus confortable de parler de mon travail
en anglais en fait, parce que comme j’ai... (Yes, no problem. I lived in London
for 15 years. I studied at St. Martins in London, so I'm actually more comfortable speaking of my work in English, since I...) that’s how I studied, so it’s
easier for me. Otherwise I have to look for my words in French.
So Lynn, tell me, I saw your questions roughly, but I’ll let you lead the thing!
But if you can just re-tell me the things that you’ve written to me in your email
so we put things into context. It helps me because I’ve been re-reading your
writings, your questions, and I’ve been re-reading my things and I’ve been
looking through your website, but obviously it’s better if we start from there.

Phone conversation / Duration 50 minutes
L.A Thank you so much for making the time to meet with me.
— V.J. It’s a pleasure, it’s a pleasure. I find your work very interesting, and I think
it’s lovely that you find mine interesting, as well. I’m sure something good will
come out for both of us!

L.A : Yes, definitely. I have a list of questions that I have prepared.
— V.J. Good! Well, I hope I can answer them.

L.A Yes, definitely!
— V.J. I had a look at your website. I love your work. It’s very interesting,
very poetic. And I find it interesting because obviously you have this interest
in the infrathin but for different matters because it’s related to your personal
story, which I had never seen the infrathin under that angle. I think it’s quite
interesting, the idea of displacement.
L.A

Thank you so much! That’s very, very nice of you.
— V.J. So voila! You speak French if you’re Lebanese?

L.A

Yes, I do!
— V.J. Ah oui? (Oh, yes?)

L.A

Oui bien sure! (Yes, of course!)
— V.J. Et tu parles bien le français? Tu préfère en français ou en anglais?
(And do you speak good French? Do you prefer French or English?)

— L.A

Au fait parce que je suis en train d’écrire ma thèse en anglais, alors
peut être ça sera plus facile. (Actually, since I'm writing my thesis
in English, it might be easier.)

L.A

Could you please introduce yourself? An insight on your background, where you studied, some inspiration?
— V.J. Basically I’m a mature emerging artist because I had sort of two different lives
in my professional life. I first studied political science in Paris, and I worked
for ten years in communications. I was actually a spin doctor for a minister,
so it was very different. But I’ve always dreamt to study, to do fine arts, really.
We moved to London with my husband, and I had to quit my job. And I was
with my daughter who was a baby then, and I thought it was a good occasion
to — I wasn’t working anymore — so I started just taking art classes to keep me
busy. And slowly I got into it, and I thought, well, that’s what I really want to
do. I want to study art and try and make a living of it. So basically I got into
Central St. Martins, and I graduated in 2006 so I was quite old already.
Concerning my inspiration, I started using my technique quite early because
originally it was an accident. I was doing photograms, also known as
Rayograms, which were sort of developed by Man Ray, and it’s basically taking
photographs without using a camera. So you just use light-sensitive paper
and you put the objects on the paper and you switch the light on, and then you
get the trace of the object on the paper, and you’re never quite sure what you’re
going to get. So it was already in a way a thing about a trace, and I was using
glass wax, which looks like glass but you can melt it like wax in a little pan on
your kitchen stove, and I was trying to see the inside of objects which you usually don’t see inside. So I took a doll from my daughter and made this little paper
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Valérie Jolly is an emerging French artist and
sculptor. She experiments with tissue paper
cast on everyday objects as a means of translating
Duchamp’s infrathin. She utilizes slippage
as she steals objects by creating their skins
and then displacing both in space and time,
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L.A A socket.
— V.J. Yes, a socket, and it was really quite amazing. It was really interesting,
and when I read about the infrathin, it was really inspiring, and I felt like
I was materializing the infrathin — this tiny space that lies between the object
and the negative space around it — and that was really interesting and that’s
what I wanted to look into. So that’s basically how I bumped into Marcel
Duchamp. What I find interesting also with his notion is quite poetic and
very hard to understand, really. I’m not sure he understood himself. It’s really
trying to grab the thing, and I love that because it gives you freedom also,
and so that’s it, basically. That’s how it all started, really. And as I was going
along, I realized that one of the things that I was really interested in, by this
idea like you: the liminality, the edge, the space in-between, the threshold
between inside and outside. So I started casting things and trying to reproduce
also the inside, because in a way my work is very different from Rachel
Whiteread, whom I love, but she sort of fills the emptiness and her work is all
about heaviness and filling up, and mine is really about making a heavy space
into an empty space, something that is full into something that is empty,
that has air inside. Because I create a skin that is empty inside, and it’s the
opposite, really. It addresses its presence through thinness. It was also good for
me because I was exploring the idea of presence and absence. I like also to play.
That’s why I was also interested by your idea of displacement, because in a way,
with my technique it’s like I’m stealing a trace of the object, so it’s either
an object that had existed and no longer existed. I’m moving it around in time
so it’s displaced in time, but it also can be displaced in space because I steal the
object, and some objects that I can’t really move, I suddenly have them with me

and I can take them wherever I want. It’s like a simulacrum of the facsimile
of the original, but it’s not quite it. So it’s also this idea of the infrathin which
is the original text that I had read in this book about Rachel Whiteread. It was
really interesting because he also was very interested in the cast and the mold.
Basically, he sort of discovered this notion of the infrathin as he was trying to
figure out whether two objects that have been cast in the same mold are identical or not. And then he would say “Well, no, they’re not. It looks like they’re
identical but there’s an imperceptible difference between them that is absolute.”
And I find that really exciting, in fact.
L.A

Yeah, and it also speaks to the one-second interval of the same
object, which I also thought was very interesting. I’m also interested, how does the notion of slippage manifest in your art?
— V.J. Remind me, what is slippage exactly? Is it something but not quite?
How would you translate this in French?

L.A

How you sometimes caption a work that doesn’t really read the way
it would normally read. How would I translate this?
Un decalage (slippage).
— V.J. C’est un decalage voila (it is slippage, yes), mais ça, ça m’interesse
(this interests me), because for me it’s like a decalage (slippage) not only in
space but also in time. Because I steal the object, so there is a slippage in a way
that you might think it’s the object but of course it’s not. And often I’ve cast
a lot of objects that no longer exist, so like the only trace of them left in this
world are my little paper casts. When I was in college I had to do this external
project, and I cast the whole back section of a double decker bus. I found out
that the actual designer of this bus had been a student and a tutor at
St. Martins, 50 years back, and it was the 50th anniversary of the design
of the bus, and they were also removing them from the streets of London
because it was old and no longer accessible for disabled people. With my cast,
I was making a monument of this monument, but of course it’s a monument
made of paper so it’s a huge slippage in a sense that the bus is no longer in the
streets of London. There’s only a few left on the heritage routes, so it’s gone in
time and it’s gone in space; it’s displaced in both ways.

L.A So where does the actual sculpture live?
— V.J. Actually I’ve destroyed it! Can you believe it? I don’t know where to put up
all my stuff, so all these really monumental pieces, I had to get rid of them.
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cast with tissue paper and poured some glass wax and started experimenting
with my photograms, and actually the result was really not very interesting.
I was more interested by the actual cast and by the photogram so I moved to
something else, but I kept my little paper cast. And then one day I was reading
a book about the infrathin. It was actually about an English sculptor called
Rachel Whiteread. I'm not sure if you're familiar with her work. At the time
I was doing a lot of casting, and I was very interested in the relationship
between the cast and the mold — this very intimate relationship. So Rachel
Whiteread, who won the Turner Prize in London — which is a very prestigious
contemporary art prize, you should check her out. She casts negative space,
like the space under chairs or under beds. She materializes the negative space
under everyday objects. And her most incredible project was when she used
an entire house as a mold that she filled up, and she broke the walls, and there
was the sculpture. It was like a really strange sort of negative space of the
inside of the house so everything was reversed. And I was reading a book about
her work, and some critic was making a reference to the infrathin. That’s how
I discovered Marcel Duchamp's infrathin. In the meantime, I had experimented
my little tissue paper cast on a, how do you say, une prise (a socket).

— V.J. Well, I think it adds to the work. I like that. Speaking of slippage, during my
crazy years when I was in college, I had space to exhibit so it was easier.
I’ve cast a plinth of a monument behind Trafalgar Square that was 2.7 meters
high by 2.7 meters wide with a sculpture on top, so it was a complete slippage
because suddenly the sort of granitic, stoney thing — this object that has a really
important function in Art, which is the plinth — was sort of kicked away by the
Minimalist and originally in fact by Rodin because he thought it was best to
have the sculpture at eye level. It suddenly was this impenetrable granitic object
became a really fragile space, so it’s a huge slippage. And you can actually enter
inside, so you’re inside the stone. It’s like the skin of the stone, really. And what
I'm interested in with this notion of slippage in my work is that I pervert the
function of the objects I cast. They lose their functionality. Like if I’m casting
water pipes, of course they can’t function as water pipes. I have doors that don’t
open, the knobs don’t turn.
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L.A

That’s a beautiful metaphor also in the text that’s on your website.
I think this idea of non-functionality of objects that were used,
I thought was beautiful.
— V.J. I suppose you read the guy who did the critique, who wrote this thing for my
catalog. He did well I thought. He didn’t even know about the infrathin when
we first met for the interview, so he really read and got into the subject.
But I find he catches it well. I find it’s exactly what I’m trying to point out.
So that was good. It’s interesting you know, I was looking through your website — for me the infrathin is something that is immeasurable and imperceptible,
and you relate the infrathin to your idea of your displacement as a person living
far from home and you’ve made work where you actually measure the distances,
which I thought it was really interesting because it’s completely the opposite.
And I thought it was really interesting because you actually measured it!

L.A It’s actually this in-between that’s between my hometown and
where I live now, that I couldn’t really translate verbally, but the
only way I could make it real was to translate it visually and use
graphic design to do so.
— V.J. It’s really interesting. You did really well.
L.A

Thank you!

— V.J. Very poetic, and I also love your book that you can’t close, speaking
of functionality. I love that with les aimants (magnets). How do you say?
L.A

Yes, magnets.
— V.J. I think that’s such a lovely thing! When I cast books, it’s not just any book,
it’s really a specific book. It’s the idea that the book, I’m casting it in paper
which is really silly and crazy. It’s what’s left once all the words have
disappeared and you've forgotten all the text; it’s this skeletal piece and what
is left of it. And again the book doesn’t work anymore, but it’s one step beyond.
All the text is gone, you forgot it. It’s also about absence. It’s like your
displacement: it’s also about absence.

L.A

Right, exactly. But why specifically do you pick everyday objects?
Things that are usually in our angle of perception?

La Vie Mode d'Emploi, 2008
tissue paper, water, PVA
—

— V.J. It’s a good question, actually. To be honest, I had tried on a person, a friend
of mine who was also a student at St. Martins. Poor girl, she was really sweet.
First of all, it was really hell for her, because you have to wait for the paper to
dry. And then it’s just a body of no interest, I don’t know why. Because again,
it’s this idea of, it’s a bit like subverting the function. It’s the fact that it looks
like the object but it’s in a different material, so it becomes something completely different. Like when I cast a crunched can, which you would normally throw
away, it’s what’s left of your act of consumerism, and suddenly this little tissue
paper cast of a crushed can is unique, and it’s like a relic and looks precious.
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L.A While you’re exhibiting them, when you’re placing them in a
different space, how does that play into the slippage idea? And let’s
say you having this huge sculpture of a bus not on the street but in a
gallery or maybe a different location. How does that speak?
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c’est comme ça (that's it). But there’s one particular piece, the one on the
opening of my website titled ‘Unbearable Lightness of Being’ is one of my
favorites; in fact, it’s black and white. I had a friend in London who called
me once and asked me to meet her at an old Victorian building where they were
breaking the old boiler in. She knew I was obsessed with pipes at the time, and
those were beautiful pipes. So I went and made a black and heavy sculpture that
revealed the guts of the house, and it’s like the paper cast is hovering on top of
it, like its soul trying to escape its condition. I like this idea of black and white.
I’m actually preparing a solo show in Brussels for September, and I’m thinking
of making a black hanging piece like that. I’ve been also doing ceramics these
last few years, and now I’m trying to mix my ceramics with my practice, so it
would be a ceramic piece on the floor with its paper cast floating above it.
It’s funny that you say that, you see! So you’re right! To put some contrast.

L.A Right, so it loses its violence.

Four - Dimension of the infrathin, time, place and people

— V.J. Yes, well, it can’t hurt anymore, qui est désarmé (that is unarmed), and it
would look like it is a bit floppy on the floor, kind of a metamorphosis of some
kind of cloporte (woodlouse), a kind of insect that lost its skin. And the fact
that it’s paper, and it looks delicate, suddenly it becomes beautiful somehow.
L.A Yeah, fragile. I think you should definitely do this project.
— V.J. Well, if you help me! Actually you know what, I think I almost found the tank.
The problem is I’m not going to do it unless I know where I’m going to show it.
It's going to be such hard work, I need to be sure that I’m going to exhibit it.
I would love to show it at the Saatchi Gallery in London. It would be fabulous!
But if you have any tips, any contact with Charles Saatchi!
L.A There are plenty of tanks in Lebanon!
— V.J. I’m happy, je prends! (I'll take it!) But, yeah, I think it would look amazing.
I’m sure it would look amazing!
L.A And also, there’s a very prominent use of black and white in your
sculptures. Is there a reason behind this choice?
— V.J. Well, I would say there’s a prominent use of whites, because the white tissue
paper is my medium. I know often people ask me, “Why didn’t you color?”
Somehow color is not an issue for me. I like the white because of the blankness,
and it opens so many possibilities and it leaves it open, like a white page, and
you can project what you want, really. You know, it’s like if I did my can red,
it would be a different piece of work altogether.
L.A Of course. And also white is the absence of all color.
— V.J.

So I also, je revendique ça, que c’est l’absence (I claim that, that is the
absence). It’s the absence again. It’s another form of absence, and it’s a trace.
I’ve been using a little bit of color. Sometimes I draw on it with ink. At some
point I was doing a lot of Vanitas, again because I thought the medium looks
fragile, and it’s appearing or disappearing. But somehow it’s always white,

L.A This leads me also to another question: How do you think this
liminality would benefit you and the audience?
— V.J. I have no idea, sweetie! I don’t know if it benefits, ça t’interroge (it makes you
question), ça t’interpelle (it challenges you). I wouldn’t say it would necessarily
benefit, but it makes you question things. Because there is a slippage with my
pieces, it sort of plays with your idea of perception. I’m really interested in the
phenomenology of perception. I’ve been reading a lot about that, Merleau-Ponty,
a French philosopher who wrote a lot about the phenomenology of perception.
I think that’s what’s interesting, really. It plays with your perception. You’re
not quite sure what you’re looking at — is it an object, is it not? Is it useful, is it
not? Is it identical to the original? In a way, probably, the infrathin is interesting because it’s a space where you can get lost. So you can wonder about what
you’re looking at, and you can imagine all sorts of things. It gives you freedom.

—
Left: The Unbearable
Lightness of Being, 2008
iron cast boiler, tissue paper, water,
PVA, fishing wire
—
Right: Re-Collection III , 2010
tissue paper, water, PVA
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And it’s like you’ve digged it up from an excavation. I suppose because suddenly
the objects become poetic. One of my really crazy projects which I would love to
do — I don’t know if I’ll ever make it, but I would love to cast a tank! Suddenly,
this object that serves to kill and to destroy, which is horrible, would look like
some kind of giant insect; qui comment on dit en français: qui peut pas faire
du mal? (how do we say in French: that doesn't harm).
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— V.J. Ah, I don’t know that! Le perçu, le vécu, et le conçu? (the perceived, the understood and the lived/experienced) Very interesting! Henry Lefebvre, I’ve never
read him. Henry Lefebvre, I’m going to check him out. Yes, exactly. That’s very
interesting, yeah! Well, it’s phenomenology, the way you perceive things, the
way you think you see them or what you think you’re going to get but you’re not
getting it. And then you can project things. And what does he say then?
L.A

I didn’t read the entire text, but it allowed me to throw myself
into a project and examine our perception. Every single person has
a different set of experiences and perceives things in a different way
depending on their background, so the way I would see a sculpture
is different than any another person. So how that also plays in this
in-betweeness or liminality.
— V.J. Yes, of course, that’s very interesting. Well, actually my thesis when I was
at St. Martins was about the trace, so in fact all this is quite relevant with your
work and your questions and what you’re looking at. Because my thesis was
about the traces that things make and the things that traces do. Meaning,
for example, you have a footprint or an object, and it can make a physical trace
in the space around it, but also these traces can provoke things in your head
either because it triggers your imagination or because it triggers your memory.
And that’s really interesting. So possibly, I think the infrathin is part of this
process that triggers things inside you. There was a show in London, a female
sculptor who always plays with, elle fait des jeux de mots avec des concepts,
avec des images, un peu comme Marcel Duchamp d’ailleurs (she uses word play
with concepts and images, similarly to Marcel Duchamp, actually). J’ai son
nom sur le bout de la langue (Her name is at the tip of my tongue). Anyway, it
was amazing! It was a show with the actress Tilda Swinton, sleeping in a glass
box in the middle of the room. It was Cornelia Parker, check her out also! She
had put on the walls all around little fragments of things that when you see
them, it’s like la Madeleine de Proust; you eat a little cake and then suddenly
you have your whole childhood that comes back to you. It opens up the space in
your memory. So it was all famous and infamous bits of things that would provoke things, but the fact that she actually put the actress who was sleeping in
the middle of the room, it was like she was going on from those things and then
dreaming about them. It was really interesting, in fact. It’s a bit complicated.
I’m sorry that I’m not very good at explaining! She is a great artist, c’est des
jeux de mots, c’est très poétique aussi (it's a wordplay, it's also very poetic).
C’est assez intello mais c’est très intéressant (It is very intellectual and very

interesting). She’s also takes her wedding ring and tries and make it as long
and as thin as possible. And then she spreads it around the whole room.
She went to the Freud museum, and she took the cushion of Freud where he had
his 'banquette' (bench), and she put it in a microscope and then she projected
on the wall, and you'd think you were seeing Freud’s thoughts left in the dust
of his pillow. It’s really interesting. Voila, it’s going in all kinds of directions,
so I hope you’re going to manage to get things out.

L.A

It’s beautiful! I’ll check her out! Yeah, it’s very poetic!
— V.J. What is exactly your thesis? Do you have a title already?

L.A

Not yet, I’m still working on that. It’s slowly coming together.
— V.J. Good. Is it about displacement, then?

L.A

It’s about transnationality and the in-between among different
cultures and how I perceive this as a way of trying to recreate
a comfort zone in between two different things.
— V.J. Right. Wow! Very interesting!

L.A

Also, I know our time might be up, I don’t wanna keep you late.
I have more questions. If you’re interested, we can reschedule
another short call.
— V.J. We can re-do that happily because it’s interesting! It’s always a good experience
and exercise. Eventually good things come out from our discussion. So what I
suggest Lynn is, since I won’t have time for the rest of the questions now and
I’m very bavarde (talkative), we try and reschedule something like that in the
evening again, if you have a little bit of time.

L.A Yes. Great! Thank you so much! It was lovely talking to you.
— V.J. Super, Lynn! Good luck with it all!
Merci beaucoup! Salut! Bonne journée! (Thank you so much! Have a good day!)
Bye bye!
L.A
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L.A Yes, definitely. It also reminds me of Henry Lefebvre. I read a text
where he describes le perçu, le conçu et le vécu (the perceived, the
understood and the lived/experienced). That was an interesting text
I looked at during my research, and this speaks to what you just
said about experiencing this in-between and our perception.
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interlude
an orchestrated intermission.
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When narrative is absent, we leave it up to the user to create
one. Humans are storytelling animals. […] We give all things
around us meaning. We create narratives.18

Interlude
An orchestrated intermission
130

—
John Liedgren

Four - Dimension of the infrathin, time, place and people

Interlude is a binder containing a series of loop-stapled
signatures that tell a different story depending on the
order in which they are read.
Narratives rely on sequences, whether linear
or not. Sequencing elements in a specific order
gives them both context and meaning.
Robert Scholes wrote, “Narrative is a place
where sequence and language, among other
things, intersect to form a discursive code.”17
In Interlude, I dictate a specific prompt
to myself as I start from a book in the Providence
Athenaeum and allow it to randomly guide me
to a different object, word and image in a specific
sequence, and then back to a word, another object,
and finally back to the Athenaeum for another
book and so on. This approach enabled the findings themselves to guide my quest to the next
element. I allowed my imagination to lead
me in orchestrating and identifying different

connections and then recreating stories directed
by the intuitive whispers of the found elements
based on pure sequential coincidences. Through
the re-ordering of the signatures, the narrative
keeps changing according to the sequence of the
elements, thus engendering a plethora of stories
that could be told differently every time with
every person.
When narrative is absent, we leave it up to
the user to create one. Humans are storytelling
animals. […] We give all things around us meaning. We create narratives.18

—
Interlude Binder
the cover displays an old library card
given to me by the librarian at the
Providence Athenaeum

Interlude Binder
the cover is a reproduction of an old
circulation card given to me by the
librarian at the Providence Athenaeum
—
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—
Wicked
El/Fa/Ba, derived from the name
of the author L.F. Baum, which led
me to the book 'Wicked' in the
Providence Athenaeum
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—
Signatures
when taken out of the binder,
the signatures align with the drawn path
I followed throughout my discoveries

—
Opium
the Egyptian diva, Om Kolthoum, known
for carrying a handkerchief infused with
opium which made her perform songs that
lasted hours, led me to the book 'Opium
and the Romantic Imagination'
at the Providence Athenaeum

—
Fall
Autumn Dragon, the name of
a painting by Lars Grant West
which led me to the word 'Fall'

—
Map
Inside the circulation card pocket
on the inside back cover of the binder
is a map that displays the entire
trajectory of the orchestrated
narrative, leaving a record of
my journey in the book
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inter-val
one second.
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Inter-val
One second

—
15 images with a 1-second interval
Gabriel Melcher, Diane Lee
and James Chae
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Sameness / similarity / The same / practical approximation
of similarity. In Time the same object is not the same after
a 1 second interval.19
—
Marcel Duchamp

without giving them any instructions other than
to pose for the camera, and I allowed a one-second
interval between each shot. I then created
‘Inter-val’, a website that displays all the
In an interview for the film Écoute (Listen), John
photographs in a grid. At first glance, each set
Cage states, “I can’t tell anybody how to listen
of images shows a tremendous resemblance,
or how to look. I certainly can’t tell them what
which allows the brain to merge them into a recto remember, particularly when I don’t want to
ognition of the same person. When hovering over
remember anything myself. If I look at a Coca-Cola each image, an animated gif plays depicting the
bottle and then look at another Coca-Cola bottle,
slight but now noticeable changes that occurred in
I want to forget the first one in order to see the
the one-second intervals. In this way, the concept
second Coke bottle as being original. And it is
of sameness and difference through time is embedoriginal, because it’s in a different position in space ded and revealed while the counter at the top right
and time and light is shining on it differently, so
corner of the page continuously counts to one.
that no two Coke bottles are the same.”20
An info page reveals the image details within
Both Duchamp and Cage explore the original- the same grid, highlighting the name of the image
ity and similarity of a single object through time
and the time at which it was taken. Upon hoverand the memory of it we carry from one moment
ing over these boxes, the animated gif reappears,
to the other.
further highlighting the time factor, similarity and
To further investigate this concept, I took
difference of each.
fifteen photographs each of different individuals
Inter-val is a single-serve website that originated from
my consideration of the way we store digital photographs
and how we perceive them in the gallery of a camera.

inter-val.lynnamhaz.com
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—
Main page of the Inter-val website
displaying all the photographs in stasis. When hovering over each image, it becomes
animated, highlighting the minute but significant differences that occur in the one-second
interval of time between photographs
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—
Info page of the Inter-val website
displaying the metadata of all the images, including the date and time each
was taken. When hovering over each rectangle, the animation is revealed
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I found reconciliation in the infrathin145
through an essay 146 as
well as in first 149 and
homepage 157 of a website. As Lynn Kent
reads me 169 she tell me
stories of the strangers
in the imaginary dimension of l'obturateur and
l'ouverture 173 They are
fictional like the myth of
the worry dolls 183
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Five - Reconciliation in the infrathin

I can’t tell anybody how to listen or how to look. I certainly
can’t tell them what to remember, particularly when I don’t
want to remember anything myself. If I look at a Coca-Cola
bottle and then look at another Coca-Cola bottle, I want to
forget the first one in order to see the second Coke bottle as being
original. And it is original, because it’s in a different position in
space and time and light is shining on it differently, so that no
two Coke bottles are the same.21
— John Cage

Essay
In this infrathin space I now govern, I sometimes feel
the interval itself presiding over me. While living at this
periphery of reality and memories and refusing to belong
to either, a lucid dream has emerged that is hard to describe.
Through the process of graphic representation, I have identified a system of reconciliation and conjured a world of narratives through my acts of visually translating the in-between.
“To level such a building is to level memory; a city needs
to keep its scars within the fabric of its architecture in order
to preserve what our finite human memory will soon forget,”
wrote Tacita Dean in Berlin Works22. I have been concerned
about the amount of information I can retain before my memory of Beirut begins to dissipate. Aristotle once said, “Memory
is the scribe of the soul.” In this sense, I discovered I needed
to invite the scribe here to Providence to allow both a deeper
rooting of myself in this new place and a continuous recording of my soul. Unlike John Cage21, I did not aspire to forget
my first Coca-Cola bottle in order to see the second as original.

I was instead interested in visually translating the interval
of time and space between the two bottles in order to fully
see both simultaneously and to ultimately bring them
closer together.
Heavily influenced by Marcel Duchamp, Henri Lefebvre,
Edward Soja, Jorge Luis Borges and many others, I have
made links and connections among different concepts and
experiences and situated them in the infrathin to learn
more about my behaviors, surroundings, perceptions, spaces,
and cultures. In Places on the Margin, Rob Shields refers to
Bourdieu and Cassirer’s work, which is based on the structuralist postulate that “experience is a system and consequently
the objective world is constructed through the imposition
of cultural categories on reality. Perception thus takes place
through a mediating value-framework which differentiates
the facticity of the environment in which one lives.”23
Thus, the importance of systems in highlighting the qualitative
aspect of the infrathin became more apparent in my work as a
means to re-live and make-believe an experience.
I found myself to be in between homes, not able to define
where home was. Unable to articulate the tension in living
between two contrasting locations and cultures, I found
the infrathin to be a space for reflection, the site of a psychoanalytic process that reduces the gap and reconciles the shift.
In Impossibility of Home, Nasri Atallah identifies as the
hyphenated ‘British-Lebanese’. “It means both absolutely
nothing and everything all at once. (...) A constant state of
longing, rather than one of belonging.”24
Visually translating my infrathin through graphic design
contributed to a reconciliation of the void I was experiencing
between the two cultures. I certainly longed for Beirut,
but I finally started to adapt to Providence, although I never
officially belonged. The only place I felt I truly belonged was
there, in the infrathin dimension between two homes that
allowed me to embrace both.
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first
the beginning.

149

First
The beginning

—
First line of the U.S Constitution

—
First moving image

—
First flower

—
First recorded song

—
First foot on the moon

—
First word in the dictionary

—
First photograph

—
First World Cup score

—
First recorded song

—
First letter

—
First stop motion

—
First volcano

—
First human moving image

—
First flag

—
First king
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I explore Borges’ concept of the Aleph,25
which refers to a point in space that contains
all other points. Aleph is also the first letter of
the Arabic, Hebrew, Phoenician, Aramaic, Syriac
and Persian alphabets. By randomly sequencing
different firsts on three screens, I shed light on
the beginnings to which we now are very much
accustomed. The interaction of the observer gives
rise to a third space, with each person constructing different narratives depending on personal

associations. A triadic relationship between
and beyond the screens is created while further
elaboration of Borges' concepts reposition
the viewer in a specific orientation while
allowing infinite interpretations.
The observer becomes the hyphen that brings
together the firsts and lasts, the beginnings
and the endings.

Multiscreen video
playing on three screens in a room
—

—
First newspaper

—
First winery

—
First human moving image

—
(continued) from every angle simultaneously, without distortion, overlapping or confusion.

—
First video game

—
First bank

—
First U.S. president

—
First animation

—
First theater

—
First colony

—
First bank note

—
First hacker

—
First video game

—
First computer

—
First book

—
First animation

—
First university

—
First animation

—
First blowdryer

—
First belief

—
First Nintendo game

—
First world map

—
First phone call

—
First depiction of homosexuality

—
First equation

—
Anyone who gazes into it can see everything in the universe (continued)

—
First animal

—
First Arabic number

—
First phone call
155

—
First plague

—
First advertisement

—
First twitter account

—
First nuclear bomb

—
First registered domain name

—
First sent email
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—
First satellite

—
First eclipse

—
First planet

—
First Skype call

—
First Charlie Chaplin movie

—
First country

—
First event that started the Lebanese civil war

—
First Miss World

—
First immigrant
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homepage
Beirut-Providence.
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Home - Police station (Beirut)
a google map of Beirut shows the route
between my home and the police station
—

Homepage
Beirut-Providence
158
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Homepage is a website and a collection of short videos
that navigate the streets of Providence, overlaid
by several languages and my memory of Beirut.
For 25 years, home was a tall building on Roma
Street in Beirut. It was my constant;
my origin point for trips to school, to the museum,
to the pharmacy, to visit my friends. Although
I still go to these same places today, home is now
on Charles Street in Providence, Rhode Island.
I decided to make a list of the generic places
where I would usually go. I looked them up on
the map in Beirut and traced the trajectories that
resulted between these locations and my home
on Roma Street. I then extracted these trajectories
from their Lebanese context and inserted them
into the Providence map at a scale of 200 meters,
overlaying my home address in Beirut over the
one in Providence.
I took note of where these paths would lead
me in Providence, and I drove around the city
to film my discoveries. Surprisingly, most of these
routes led me to spaces that brought back memories, including some that visually hinted at the
original Beirut locations and others that left me
confused and disoriented.

Homepage is the website I created based
on these findings. The homepage is a set of
abstracted trajectories from Beirut. When hovering
over each location, a second dashed trajectory
is revealed, highlighting the corresponding paths
in Providence.
Each location is explored through a video consisting of the footage I recorded in Providence with
a personal voice-over narration of my memories of
that location from Beirut.
The website navigates in a linear manner,
progressing through a set of experiences while
never permitting the user to go back to the homepage and, thus, ultimately never allowing the user
to return home.
In the course of this work, I found myself
standing in this infrathin space, an awkward
‘in-between’. I was walking the paths from Beirut
but seeing with my eyes in Providence.
In hopes of reconciling my two homes, the
mysterious narratives added a layer of romanticism
to the stories belonging to each and at the same
time triggered an intense displacement for me.

—
Home - Unknown destination (Providence)
a google map shows the route between my home in Providence and the corresponding
location equivalent of my neighborhood police station in Beirut derived from overlaying
the exact coordinates, scale and position of the Beirut map
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—
Homepage of the “Homepage” website
the page displays the different generic locations, with the solid lines showing the Beirut routes;
when hovering over each location, the dashed lines appear to indicate the Providence routes

homepage.lynnamhaz.com

Museum
162

—
Providence home
97 Charles Street,
Providence, RI

—
Demolished bridge
Crook Point, Providence (could not
be reached). Closest address:
10 Butler Avenue, Providence, RI

Five - Reconciliation in the infrathin

GOOGLE STREET VIEW UNAVAILABLE

—
National Museum of Lebanon
Museum Street,
Beirut, Lebanon
—
Beirut home
Amhaz building, Roma Street,
Beirut, Lebanon
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Hospital

—
Providence
U.S. Post Office, 24 Corliss Street,
Providence, RI

Beirut
American University of Beirut Medical Center, Maamari Street,
Beirut, Lebanon
—
—
Abdelwahab Amhaz
my dear late grandfather
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—
Providence
Hopkins Park, 85 Admiral Street,
Providence, RI

Beirut
International College, Bliss Street,
Manara, Beirut, Lebanon
—

School

Police

—
Providence
Dunkin Donuts, 50 Admiral Street,
North Providence, RI

Beirut
Hbeish Police Station, Bliss Street,
Manara, Beirut, Lebanon
—
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Lynn Kent
reads me
mediating medium.
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Infinite spirit, as I stand in the doorway
between two worlds, I do ask the highest
and the best to come through for Lynn.
I ask her guides, her relatives, those on the
side of the spirit that she needs to speak
to or those that need to speak to her, to
please come close and bring to me information and identification as you join with
my guides, and we do thank you.
Lynn Kent, Medium, during a reading session in March of 2016.
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l'obturateur
l'ouverture
recognizing the unrecognizable.
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L'obturateur / L'ouverture
Recognizing the unrecognizable
174
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—
(Somber Music)
although the video is not accompanied by any music, the subtitling
sets the mood of the video

—
Opening sequence
date and location of the event about to be
revealed in addition to the counter

L'obturateur (shutterspeed) and l'ouverture (aperture)
stand as metaphors to the power of the photograph and the
camera to record memories, even if they are not our own.
Six years ago, I bought a random stack of old
black and white photographs of strangers from
a flea market in Beirut. During my thesis investigations, I felt the need to activate them. I called
my mother on a Sunday morning and asked her
to look for them in the second drawer of my desk
in Beirut and mail them to me. Fortunately,
a family friend was coming to Boston and was able
to bring them along within the next few days.
Once in hand, I observed them closely,
trying to decipher them. I was fascinated with
their appearance — the Arabic, French, English
and Armenian inscriptions on the back of some
of the photographs and the absurdity of some
of the shots.
These strangers suddenly became family,
but most importantly, I saw a Beirut I never
knew, a happiness that was stripped away from
the people there in the modern-day era. The
photographs date from 1941, the year Lebanon

celebrated its independence from the French
mandate, up to 1973, a few years before the civil
war broke out — the time period when Beirut was
called the Paris of the Middle East.
I approached the photographs as a set of
instructions and had them scanned by a psychic
medium. In this capacity, the psychic served as
a mediator of the infrathin, observing the photographs and connecting with the spirits of those
depicted, be they dead or alive. During the session,
she relayed their stories and their messages to me,
enabling me to live the city through their eyes.
In the short video, blurred and focused
moments serve as a metaphor for the obsolescence
of memories and the struggle of the camera’s
lens, shutter speed and aperture to capture the
memory of these people. As I intervene with
the facial recognition language of the camera,
both the interface and I attempt to recognize
the unrecognizable.
Through this process, I grant my audience
and myself access to the memories of people
we’ve never met and a city we never knew.

—
iPhone + DSLR facial recognition
the yellow face recognition square
specific to the iPhone appears in the
background while the DSLR green
square appears in the foreground

—
Moon
the moon appears at different
moments in the video, complementing the iPhone sun icon, connoting
the psychic language

—
Manual facial recognition
an added layer of vectorized facial
recognition elements overlay the
pre-existing digital ones
In focus
the video comes back into focus at
different points, permitting moments
of actual recognition that are short lived
—

—
Detail of multiple facial
recognition interventions
as the digital recognition is constantly
moving, the manual vectorized shapes
follow the movement of the cameras

—
Out of focus
blurry instances occur during the video,
translating the difficulty in recognizing
the strangers in the pictures

—
Out of focus recognition
manual facial recognition shapes
appear during blurry scenes as
a way of identifying the people
amidst the vagueness of the image
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—
Between focus
moments between the camera focusing
and blurring the image are maintained
throughout the video, giving just enough
information to identify two women

—
Touch screen
at times, the finger touches the screen,
trying to bring the faces into focus

—
The man in the group
the photograph comes into focus
as the medium recognizes the man
in the group picture

—
Facial recognition
a different layer of vectorized facial
recognition elements overlay the
pre-existing digital ones

—
Closing sequence
the video ends with the word 'hello' as
the medium describes the man as the first
person who approached her to say 'hello'
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worry dolls
while you sleep, they take your worries away.
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Worry dolls
While you sleep, they take
your worries away
185
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Worry Dolls is a chapter in the first collaborative
project developed by my cohort at RISD, which took
the form of a collective atlas.
XII — XV: An Atlas of Trials and Myths is a single
volume featuring a collection of distinct visual narratives, each one expressing the point of view of one of
fifteen individuals responding to the questions: “Where/
Who am I? Where/Who are we?” Featured authors: Lynn
Amhaz, Jordyn Alvidrez, James Chae, Jessica Huang,
Bon Hae Koo, Hyein Jung, Rebecca Leffell Koren, Diane
Lee, Lisa Maione, Gabriel Melcher, Scarlett Xin Meng,
Sarah Mohammadi, Desmond Pang, Sarah Jean Recht
and James Wheaton (the MFA GD class of 2016).

This project is based on a quest to discover
Providence as we settled into the city. Employing
sets of rules such as conversations with classmates, following the Independence Trail, collecting objects from India Point Park and many more,
our class joined forces in finding our voices in this
new city by means of a single atlas. Ten tasks of
Hercules were translated visually as spreads.
The spreads reveal a complex grid based on
presence and memories. Readers are confronted
with two different type treatments: a modern
typeface for recording current events and a
typewriter typeface to recollect past memories.
The spreads negotiate the past and the present
on a single flat surface. Going through the pages,
readers find themselves diving into my memories
while, without noticing, they rotate the entire
book to follow the thread of the memories that
shift angles on the page. This process gradually
reverses the reading direction to become specific
to Arabic readers with the pages being flipped
from right to left.

—
Opening page
exposing the grid as a structure for understanding the navigation of the spreads
—
Cover
depicting our desk locations in our graphic design studio

Atlas images courtesy of Joelle Ghanem

Atlas images courtesy of Joelle Ghanem
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0°

—
Start of page rotation
as the 'present' events run normally on
the page, memories start to fall out
of the grid at a 90-degree angle, forcing
the reader to rotate the book
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—
Table of Contents
the maps of Providence and Beirut
delineate the area of the page in which
the described events take place

90°

186

—
Full page rotation
following the 90-degree angle text,
this page rotates at 180 degrees, hence
repositioning the book to be upside down

Five - Reconciliation in the infrathin

—
Reading direction
the reader naturally continues flipping
the remaining pages from right to left,
as in the Arabic reading direction
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180°
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Afterall191
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six

Afterall

Six - Afterall

Wherever we are,
what we hear
is mostly noise.
When we ignore it,
it disturbs us.
When we listen to it,
21
we find it fascinating.

When I first moved to Providence, the in-between gap
that was created was increasingly loud and overwhelming
as long as I ignored it. I wasn’t able to admit it was there,
and I could not verbally articulate it. John Cage stated,
“Wherever we are, what we hear is mostly noise. When we
ignore it, it disturbs us. When we listen to it, we find it fascinating.”21 So I decided to listen to this gap, to observe it and
to give it shape. The resulting visual narratives explore a set
of nuances that elevate the once-silent feelings, and this has
indeed been fascinating!
Investigating the symbolic effects of the hyphen as
a transitory space allowed me to recreate a comfort zone
for myself, to mend the broken soles of my fatigued shoes
and offer them to others to walk in, and to reconcile my past
and present: Beirut and Providence. In so doing, I found
myself a new place to call home.

— John Cage

Beirut

Providence.
Area: 8772 km.
Population: 1 (2016).
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At the end3 of this book,
a lexicon 196 defines all
the metaphors and terms
I refer to over and over
along with endnotes 197
The bibliography 198
keeps record of influences and gratitude 200
pours out to all those
who gave shape to this
book.
This entire thesis is a
colophon 201 of my presence, here, today.
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Lexicon

196

Hyphen a space that binds and divides,
neither one nor the other and
both at the same time
Home a feeling of belonging to
a certain space, culture,
community, etc
Memory a recollection, highly affected
by time and location
Recon- finding harmony between two
ciliation separate entities and settling
between them
Systems rigid instructions that generate
content and result in poetic
outcomes
Formal narrative strategies that set
operations the rules and methods of enacting different scenarios
Narratives ‘how’ stories are told, ‘how’
they’re translated verbally
or visually
In-between a transitional space that surfaces
amidst dichotomies
Infrathin an abstract concept that Marcel
Duchamp fixated on translating.
The infrathin characterizes a
thickness, a separation, a difference and an interval between
two things
Duality opposing or contrasting
concepts

Endnotes

Triadic derived from Hegel’s methodology;
Thesis - Antithesis - Synthesis
Cultures norms, traditions, habits and beliefs belonging
to a specific group of people
Transitory non-permanence, the act of moving
from one thing to another
Liminality occupying a position at a threshold, a space
that is often overlooked, an in-between that
emerges from two different ends (location,
time, space, cultures, etc)
Transnational a person existing across national boundaries

Chance the absence of rules. Allowing the events
to lead to others with no particular order
Super- the overlaying of different elements
imposition
Juxtaposition the aspect of two things being placed close
together to give rise to different narratives.
Mise-en- placing into abyss or Droste effect; the visual
abyme experience of standing between two mirrors
and seeing as a result an infinite reproduction
of one's image
Tension/ falsifying a statement to create tension
Refutation between the different elements
Reversal a change to an opposite direction, position,
or course of action
Erasure removal of material
Transduction taking a variable out of its context and inserting
it into a different context
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